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We will give an algorithm for computing generators of the invariant ring for a
given representation of a linearly reductive group. The algorithm basically consists
of a single Gro bner basis computation. We will also show a connection between
some open conjectures in commutative algebra and finding good degree bounds for
generating invariants.  1999 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
Let G be a linear algebraic group defined over the field k. Let
\ : G  GL(V ) be a representation of G on a k-vector space V of dimension
n<. The group G acts linearly on the k-algebra O(V )$k[X1 , X2 , ..., Xn]
of polynomial functions on V, the coordinate ring of V. The invariant ring
O(V )G is the subalgebra of invariant functions. Hilbert proved in 1890 that
O(V )G is always finitely generated when G is linearly reductive (see [14]).
A group is called linearly reductive when every finite dimensional G-module
is the direct sum of irreducible modules (see for example [38]).
In this paper we will present an algorithm for computing generators of
the invariant ring for arbitrary linearly reductive groups G. The algorithm
is based on Hilbert’s proof of 1890 which was considered not constructive
at all at that time. Hilbert gave a more constructive proof of his finiteness
result in 1893 (see [15]) by constructing a homogeneous system of
parameters. This method leads to algorithms as described in Sturmfels’
book (see [40]). There are several implementations for computing
invariant rings of finite groups. Kemper wrote the invar package for the
computer algebra system Maple (cf. [22, 23]) and his algorithms have
been implemented in Magma too. Heydtmann wrote the finvar.lib library
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in Singular (cf. [13]). There are also implementations by Gatermann in
Reduce and Maple (see [10]).
Suppose now that G is a linearly reductive group. We define the follow-
ing constant:
;G(V )=min[d | O(V )G is generated by invariants of degreed].
For some special cases, a good upper bound is known. Jordan gave a good
bound in the case G=SL2 and char(k)=0, using the methods of Gordan
(see [19] and [20]). We have Noether’s bound for finite groups. Wehlau
proved in [41] a good bound for tori. The first general bound for semi-
simple groups was found by Popov (see [31] and [32]). He combined the
second constructive proof of Hilbert with the results of Hochster and
Roberts stating that the invariant ring is CohenMacaulay (see [18]). In
her thesis, Hiss was able to improve this bound and generalize it to
arbitrary connected reductive groups, using some ideas of Knop’s (see
[6, 17]). Let _(V) be the smallest integer d such that for every v # V with
0 not in the closure of the orbit Gv, there exists a homogeneous invariant
h # O(V )G with degree d such that h(v){0. Popov proved
;G(V )n } lcm[1, 2, 3, ..., _(V )]
where ‘‘lcm’’ is the least common multiple. Let m be the dimension of G
and let TG be a maximal torus of rank r. Let X(T)$Zr be the group of
characters of T and choose some norm & }& on the vector space
X(T ) Z R$Rr. Define
LV=max[&/1&, &/2&, ..., &/n&]
where /1 , ..., /n are the weights of T appearing in V. It follows from Hiss’
bound that
_(V )DLmV
where D>0 is some fixed constant depending on the group only. Note that
this bound doesn’t depend on the dimension of V.
Popov’s bound seems far from sharp. For example if G=SL2 and
V=Vd , the binary forms of degree d, then _(V )96d 3 and ;G(V )
(d+1) } lcm[1, 2, ..., 96d 3]. This bound is much worse than the bound
;G(V )d 6 of Jordan (see [19] and [20]).
We will show that if the EisenbudGoto Conjecture is true (Conjecture 4.1),
then for any connected linearly reductive group there exist constants
C, C$>0 depending only on G and & }& such that
;G(V )min[C(nLV)m, C$Lm
2+m
V ].
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In fact, the author has recently shown (see [5]) that one even has
;G(V )max {_(V ), 38 n_2(V )=
which is a drastical improvement of the bound of Popov and Hiss. It
follows that ;G(V)CnL2mV for some constant C>0, and using Weyl’s
theorem (in the way we will do in Section 4) one can deduce
;G(V )C$L3mV from that. This can be seen as some empirical evidence for
the EisenbudGoto Conjecture.
For finite groups we have the bound of Noether (see [29]): If G is a
finite group and char(k)>|G| or char(k)=0, then
;G(V )|G|.
It is not known whether this bound holds for all finite reductive groups.
Smith proved that one still has Noether’s bound in this case if G is solvable
(cf. [36]).
We will show that if the Subspace Conjecture (Conjecture 4.2) is true, then
Noether’s bound holds whenever G is finite and linearly reductive, i.e., if
char(k) does not divide the group order.
For a more detailed overview about constructive invariant theory,
see [6].
2. THE NULLCONE
Let k be a field, and G be a linearly reductive group over k. Suppose that
V is an n-dimensional representation of G. The inclusion O(V )G /O(V )
corresponds to a morphism ? : V  VG, where VG :=Spec O(V )G is the
categorical quotient. The ring O(V)$k[X1 , X2 , ..., Xn] is graded O(V )=
i0 O(V ) i, and this induces a grading on O(V )G. Let us write m for the
maximal homogeneous ideal (X1 , X2 , ..., Xn) of O(V ). We define IN to be
the ideal of O(V) generated by all homogeneous invariants of positive
degree, which we will call the zero-fiber ideal. The space Spec(O(V )IN ) is
equal to ?&1?(0) in the schematic sense. The zero set of IN is the so-called
nullcone N. The well-known Finiteness Theorem of Hilbert states that
Theorem 2.1. If G is a linearly reductive group, and V is a representation
of G, then O(V )G is finitely generated.
Proof. The proof of this theorem is based on the following two facts:
1. The polynomial ring over a field is noetherian: every ideal in the
polynomial ring O(V ) is finitely generated (Hilbert’s Basissatz).
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2. There exists a unique G-invariant linear projection R : O(V ) 
O(V )G (i.e., R(g } f )=R( f ) for all g # G, f # O(V ) and R( f )= f for all
f # O(V)G), which is called the Reynolds operator (see [38]). It has the
following properties:
(a) R is a O(V )G-module homomorphism;
(b) if WO(V) is a G-invariant linear subspace, then R(W)=WG.
The ideal IN is generated by invariants, and by the noetherian property
we only need finitely many of them to generate IN , say IN =( f1 , f2 , ..., fr).
Suppose that h is a homogeneous invariant of degree d. Using induction on
d, we proof that h # k[ f1 , f2 , ..., fr]. If d=0, then h # k and the statement
is clear. Otherwise we can write
h= :
r
i=1
ai f i
with a1 , a2 , ..., ar # O(V). Without loss of generality we may assume that a i
is homogeneous of degree d&deg fi<d for all i. Applying the Reynolds
operator yields
h=Rh=R \ :
r
i=1
ai fi+= :
r
i=1
R(a i) fi
By induction hypothesis, R(a1), ..., R(ar) # k[ f1 , f2 , ..., fr], so h # k[ f1 , ..., fr]. K
The proof of Hilbert was criticized at the end of the nineteenth century
because choosing the invariant generators f1 , f2 , ..., fr of IN is a non-
constructive step. However, we will show that there is a constructive way
to obtain these f1 , f2 , ..., fr .
Lemma 2.2. Suppose h1 , h2 , ..., hs # O(V ) are homogeneous and generate
IN . Then R(h1), R(h2), ..., R(hs) generate O(V)G as a k-algebra.
Proof. If f1 , f2 , ..., fr # O(V )G are generators of IN , then the images of
f1 , ..., fr span the vector space INmIN . Therefore, the action of G on
IN mIN is trivial, so the Reynolds operator is equal to the identity on
IN mIN . The image of hi and R(hi) in IN mIN are the same for all i.
So the images of the R(hi) span INmIN and R(h1), R(h2), ..., R(hs)
generate IN by the homogeneous Nakayama Lemma. Now we follow the
proof of Hilbert’s Finiteness Theorem to conclude O(V )G=k[R(h1),
R(h2), ..., R(hs)]. K
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3. FINDING GENERATORS OF THE ZERO-FIBER IDEAL
If generators of the IN are known, then generators of the ring of
invariants are found by applying the Reynolds operator by Lemma 2.2. In
this section we deal with the problem of finding generators of IN . Consider
the map
 : G_V  V_V
given by (g, v)=(v, g } v). Let BV_V be the image of . The ideal b of
the Zariski-closure B of B is given by
b=[h # O(V_V ) | h(v, g } v)=0 \g # G, v # V].
We will identify O(V_V )$O(V)O(V ) with the polynomial ring
k[X, Y], where X and Y are abbreviations of X1 , X2 , ..., Xn and
Y1 , Y2 , ..., Yn .
Theorem 3.1. We have an equality:
((Y1 , Y2 , ..., Yn)+b) & k[X]=IN .
Proof. ‘‘$’’: If f (X)= f (X1 , ..., Xn) is an invariant of positive degree,
then we get f (X)=( f (X)& f (Y))+ f (Y). Now f (Y) # (Y1 , ..., Yn) and
f (X)& f (Y) # b because ( f (X)& f (Y))(v, g } v)= f (v)& f (g } v)=0 for all
g # G, v # V.
‘‘$’’: Conversely, if f (X) # (Y1 , ..., Yn)+b, then we can write
f (X)=:
i
ci (X) fi (Y)+b(X, Y) (3.1)
where ci (X) # k[X], fi (Y) # (Y1 , ..., Yn) for all i and b(X, Y) # b. We will
view V_V as a G-variety, where G acts only on the second factor. The
corresponding Reynolds operator:
RY : k[X, Y]  k[X, Y]G=k[Y]G [X]
is a k[X]-module homomorphism and its restriction to k[Y] is equal to
the Reynolds operator k[Y]  k[Y]G because of its uniqueness. We apply
RY on (3.1):
f (X)=:
i
ci (X) RY ( f i (Y))+RY (b(X, Y)). (3.2)
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Now RY (b(X, Y)) # b because b is G-stable (we use property (b) of the
Reynolds operator). Let 2 : V/V_V be the diagonal morphism. The
corresponding algebra homomorphism is 2*: k[X, Y]  k[X], p(X, Y) [
p(X, X). Applying 2* to Eq. (3.2) yields
f (X)=:
i
ci (X ) R( fi (X)).
In fact, we have 2*(RY (b(X, Y)))=0, because RY (b(X, Y)) # bker(2*).
Now the R( fi (X)) are homogeneous invariants of positive degree, and we
conclude that f (X) lies in IN . K
We can reformulate Theorem 3.1 as:
Corollary 3.2. If the ideal b of B is generated by the f1(X, Y),
f2(X, Y), ..., fr(X, Y), then f1(X, 0), f2(X, 0), ..., fr(X, 0) generate IN .
The geometric interpretation of Theorem 3.1 is
B & (V_[0])=N_[0].
It is important to notice that this equality holds in the schematic sense.
Remark 3.3. Theorem 3.1 can be generalized. If (h1(X ), ..., hr(X))k[X]
is a G-invariant ideal, then
((h1(Y), ..., hr(Y ))+b) & k[X]
is the ideal of k[X] generated by (h1(X), ..., hr(X)) & k[X]G. Let WV is
the zero set of h1 , ..., hr , ? : V  : VG is the categorical quotient and
p1 : V_V  V is the projection onto the first factor. Then the geometric
interpretation of this generalization is
p1((V_W) & B )=?&1?(W).
A similar statement is true if V is an arbitrary affine G-variety.
4. DEGREE BOUNDS FOR GENERATING INVARIANTS
Let ;G(V) be as in the introduction. Our aim is to give a good upper
bound for ;G(V). We first state two conjectures.
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Conjecture 4.1 (EisenbudGoto). If p is a homogeneous prime ideal in
the polynomial ring k[X1 , ..., Xn] of degree d, then the module of i th
syzygies can be generated by homogeneous polynomials of degree
d+i+dimk p1&height p+1
where p1 is the vector space of linear functions in p (see [8]).
Conjecture 4.2 (Subspaces Conjecture). Suppose that W is a k-vector
space and W1 , W2 , ..., Wd /W are subspaces. If I is the ideal of W1 _
W2 _ } } } _ Wd , then I is generated by homogeneous polynomials of
degree d.
If G is a finite group then G is linearly reductive if and only if char(k) does
not divide |G|. Noeher’s bound ;G(V)|G| is known only in the cases
char(k)=0 and char(k)>|G|.
Proposition 4.3. Suppose that the Subspaces Conjecture is true, and G is
a linearly reductive finite group, i.e., char(k) doesn’t divide |G|. Then we have
;G(V)|G|.
Proof. The image B of  : G_V  V_V is the union of at most |G| sub-
spaces of dimension n. The ideal b of B=B is generated by polynomials of
degree |G|. Using the lemma below we conclude ;G(V )d. K
Lemma 4.4. If b is generated by homogeneous polynomials of degree d
then we have ;G(V)d.
Proof. If b is generated by f1(X, Y), ..., fr(X, Y) # k[X, Y], then IN is
generated by f1(X, 0), ..., fr(X, 0) by Corollary 3.2 and the ring O(V)G is
generated by the invariants R( f1(X, 0)), ..., R( fr(X, 0)) by Lemma 2.2. If b is
generated by homogeneous polynomials of degree d, then so is the
invariant ring. K
Suppose that G is a linearly reductive m-dimensional group, and V is an
n-dimensional G-module. Choose a maximal torus TG. Now X*(T)=
hom(T, k*)$Zr be the group of characters. Choose some norm & }& on E :=
X(T)Z R$Rr. The action of T on V can be assumed to be diagonal, and
it acts with n weights, /1 , /2 , ..., /n # X(T). Let
LV=max[&/1&, &/2&, ..., &/n&].
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Theorem 4.5. If the EisenbudGoto Conjecture is true, G is a linearly
reductive m-dimensional group and char(k)=0 then there exist constants
C, C$>0, depending only on the group G and the choice of & }&, such that
;G(V)min[C(nLV)m, C$Lm
2+m
V ].
From now on we suppose char(k)=0 and k algebraically closed. The
variety B /V_V is a cone. Therefore we can view B as a projective variety
in P(V_V) with some degree d. If G is connected, then B is irreducible and
b is a prime ideal. If the EisenbudGoto Conjecture is true, then ;G(V)d
by Lemma 4.4. So we need a bound for d. For this we will use the formula
of Kazarnoviskii.
We need some more notation. We fix a Borel subgroup B containing T.
We denote by :1 , :2 , ..., :(m&r)2 , the positive roots. Let W be the Weyl
group and let e1 , e2 , ..., er be the Coxeter exponents, i.e., e1+1, e2+1, ...,
er+1 are the degrees of the generating invariants of W. We denote by
CV /E :=X*(T)Z R the convex hull of the weights appearing in V,
/1 , /2 , ..., /n . On E we use the volume form dV given by any isomorphism
E$Rr which identifies X*(T) with Zr. Finally we fix a W-invariant scalar
product ( } , } ) on E and denote, for any # # E, by # # E* the dual element
defined by # (:)=2(:, #)(#, #).
For a representation \ : G  GL(V), let $G(V) be the number of solutions
g # G of
S1(\(g))=S2(\(g))= } } } =Sm(\(g))=0 (4.1)
for general S1 , S2 , ..., Sm # End(V)*.
Theorem 4.6 (Kazarnovskii, [21]). The number $G(V) is equal to
m !
|W| (e1! e2 ! } } } er!)2 |CV (%
 1% 2 } } } % (m&r)2)2. (4.2)
where %1 , %2 , ..., %(m&r)2 are the positive roots.
See [6] for a more algebraic proof and [2] for a generalization of this
result.
Corollary 4.7. There exists a constant C>0 such that
$G(V)CLmV .
Proof. The homogeneous polynomial
f :=(% 1% 2 } } } % (m&r)2)2
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has degree m&r. So | f (z)|C$&z&m&r for some C$>0. If we integrate f
over a ball of radius LV , then the result will be (2LV)r } C$Lm&rV , so
$G(V )
m! 2r
|W| (e1 ! e2 ! } } } er!)2
C$LmV=CL
m
V . K
Lemma 4.8. If S1 , S2 , ..., Sm are not in general position, |\&1(k* } id)|
< and the number of solutions of (4.1) is finite, then this number is still
bounded from above by (4.2).
Proof. Let G /P(End(V )) be the projective variety given by the cone
k* } \(G). The number of solutions of (4.1) equals the number of solutions of
p # G of
S1( p)=S2( p)= } } } =Sm( p)=0
multiplied by |\&1(k* } id)|. By a generalization of the Be zout Theorem by
Fulton and McPherson (see 12.3 of [9] and II.2.2 of [35]) this number of
solutions is maximal when S1 , S2 , ..., Sm are in general position. K
We return to the computation of an upper bound for d, the degree of
B /V_V viewed as a projective variety in P(V_V). Observe that B=G2(V)
where 2(V) is the diagonal of V_V and G acts only on the second factor
of V_V. Now 2(V) is the zero set of n linear functions fi=Xi&Yi with
1in. Define for i=1, 2, ..., m functions on G_(V*_V*)n+m&1 by
Pi (g, h1 , h2 , ..., hn+m&1)=det(g } f1 , g } f2 , ..., g } fn , hi , hi+1 , ..., hn+i&1)
Lemma 4.9. Suppose that the generic stabilizer of the G-action on V is
finite. For hi # V*_V* general enough, fixed, the number of common
solutions of the Pi is finite and d.
Proof. The dimension of B is equal to n+m because the generic stabi-
lizer is finite. The number of intersection points of B and h1=h2= } } } =
hn+m&1=0 in P(V_V) is exactly d if the hi are general linear functions on
V_V. So d is equal to the number of g # G for which
f1(g } p)= f2(g } p)= } } } = fn(g } p)=h1( p)=h2( p)= } } } =hn+m&1( p)=0
(4.3)
has a solution p # P(V_V), divided by the order of the generic stabilizer.
For every such g and 1im we have Pi (g, h1 , h2 , ..., hn+m&1)=0. So the
Pi have at least d common solutions for general h1 , ..., hn+m&1 .
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We now prove finiteness. Let Z/G_(V*_V*)n+m&1 be the zero set of
P1 , P2 , ..., Pm . The projection of Z onto G is surjective. For fixed g # G we
will compute its fiber dimension. Set h i=hi+W # (V*V*)W, where W is
the span of all g } fi . Then
det(g } f1 , g } f2 , ..., g } fn , hi , hi+1 , ..., hn+i&1)=det(h i , h i+1 , ..., h n+i&1)
The solution space for (h 1 , ..., h n+m&1) for these equations has dimension
(n+m)(n&1) by Lemma 4.10 below. For every h i we have an n-dimensional
space of representatives hi , so the fiber dimension is (n+m&1) n+
(n+m)(n&1)=2n2+2nm&2n&m. The dimension of Z is m+(2n2+
2nm&2n&m)=2n2+2nm&2n. The generic fiber of the projection to
(V*_V*)n+m&1 must have dimension (n+m&1) 2n&(2n2+2nm&2n)
=0, so the general fiber is finite. K
Lemma 4.10. The variety
Y :=[(v1 , v2 , ..., vt) # ku_t | det(vi , vi+1 , ..., vi+u&1)=0(1it&u+1)]
has dimension (t+1)(u&1).
Proof. The variety Y is given by t&u+1 equations, so the codimension
of Y is t&u+1. Let W be the (t&u+1)-dimensional subspace of ku_t of
all matrices
*1 *2 } } } *t&u+1 0 } } } 0 0
0 *1 } } } *t&u *t&u+1 } } } 0 0\ b } } } } } } b +0 0 } } } *1 *2 } } } *t&u+1 0
0 0 } } } 0 *1 } } } *t&u *t&u+1
Now det(v1 , v2 , ..., vu)=0 gives us *n1=0, so *1=0. From the second
equation det(v2 , ..., vu+1)=0 follows *2=0, etc., so W & Y=[0]. So Y is a
complete intersection and its dimension is tu&(t&u+1)=(t+1)(u&1). K
Proof of Theorem 4.5. Let
? : G  GL \
n
(V_V)+/End \
n
(V_V)+
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be the representation of G on n (V_V). Now Pi (g) is equal to Qi (?(g))
where Qi # End(n (V_V ))* is defined by
A # End \
n
(V_V)+
[ (A( f1 7 } } } 7 fn)) 7 hi 7 } } } 7 hn+i&1 # 
2n
(V_V )$k
We apply Corollary 4.7 for n (V_V). The weights appearing in n (V_V)
are all uj=1 *j with un and *1 , ..., *u weights of linear independent
T-eigenvectors v1 , v2 , ..., vu in V. It follows that Ln(V_V )nLV . The
number of
Q1(?(g))=Q2(?(g))= } } } =Qm+n&1(?(g))
is finite by Lemma 4.9. So this number is at most $G(n (V_V )) by
Lemma 4.8. On the other hand, from Lemma 4.9 follows that the number
of solutions is at least d. So we get ;G(V)dC(nLV)m.
If the generic stabilizer is not finite, take some fixed representation V$
with trivial generic stabilizer. Then
;G(V );G(VV$)C2((n+n$)(max[LV , LV$]))mC3(nLV)m
where n$=dim V$ and C3>0 is a large enough constant.
If G is not connected, then let G% be the connected component of id # G,
which is a normal subgroup. Now O(V)G% is generated by homogeneous
invariants of degree C3(nLV)m. From Noether’s bound follows that
O(V )G=(O(V )G%)GG% is generated by homogeneous invariants of degree
|GG%|C3(nLV)mC4(nLV)m.
Suppose we have a decomposition
V=V a11 V a22  } } } V att
where the Vi are irreducible and different. By Weyl’s theorem (see [42])
the generators of invariants of O(V) can found by polarizing invariants of
O(V$) where
V$=V dim(V1)1 V dim(V2)2  } } } V dim(Vt)t
In this situation we have ;G(V );G(V$)C4(n$LV)m where n$=dim V$.
The number of different irreducible representations of highest weight *
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where * has length LV is C5LrV . These representations all have dimen-
sion C6L(m&r)2 because of the Weyl formula (see 3.2.6 of [30]):
dim V*= ‘
12(m&r)
i=1
% i (*+\)
% i (\)
where \=
1
2
:
12(m&r)
i=1
%i # E
This implies n$(C5L rV)(C6L
(m&r)2
V )
2C7LmV , and so we finally deduce
;G(V )C4(n$LV)mC4(C7Lm+1V )
m=C8Lm(m+1)V . K
Example 4.11. Binary forms. Let G=SL2(k). The set of weights can be
identified with Z. Let Vd is the vector space of binary forms of degree d.
The highest weight of this SL2 -module is d, so we have L=d,
m=dim G=3 and n=dim Vd=d+1. Suppose that the EisenbudGoto
Conjecture is true. Because of Theorem 4.5 we get
;G(Vd)C((d+1) d )3<C2d 6
for some constant C2>0. If V=Vd1 Vd2  ...Vdt with did for all i,
then by Theorem 4.5 we have
;G(V)C$d 3
2+3=C$d 12.
Indeed, Jordan proved that in this case we even have
;G(V )d 6
for d2 (see [19] and [20]).
5. THE ALGORITHM
Suppose that O(G) is isomorphic to k[Z1 , Z2 , ..., Zs]IG , where IG is an
ideal of k[Z1 , Z2 , ..., Zs] generated by h1 , h2 , ..., hr . The linear action on kn
is given by
\
X g1
X g2
b
X gn +=\
a1, 1(g)
a2, 1(g)
b
an, 1(g)
a1, 2(g)
a2, 2(g)
b
an, 2(g)
} } }
} } }
} } }
a1, n(g)
a2, n(g)
b
an, n(g)+\
X1
X2
b
Xn+
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for all g # G, where ai, j # k[Z1 , Z2 , ..., Zs] (ai, j is determined up to
elements of IG). Let 1G_V_V be the Zariski-closed subset
[(g, x, gx) | g # G, x # V]. The coordinate ring of 1 is
k[Z1 , Z2 , ..., Zs , X1 , X2 , ..., Xn , Y1 , Y2 , ..., Yn]I1
where the ideal I1 is generated by IG and all Y i&nj=1 ai, jX j with
i=1, 2, ..., n. Now B is the closure of the projection of 1G_V_V onto
V_V. The ideal b of B is equal to I1 & k[X, Y]. This intersection can be
computed using Gro bner basis (see [1], [3], or [7] for an introduction to
Gro bner Basis). Choose an admissible ordering on the monomials of
k[Z, X, Y] such that Zi is bigger than any monomial in X and Y. Compute
a Gro bner basis S of I1 with respect to this ordering. The set S & k[X, Y]
is a Gro bner bases of b=I1 & k[X, Y] (with respect to the induced order-
ing on k[X, Y]). If this Gro bner basis is [ f1 , f2 , ..., fl]/k[X, Y], then
[ f1(X, 0), f2(X, 0), ..., fl (X, 0)] generate IN (by Corollary 3.2). And finally
R( f1(X, 0)), R( f2(X, 0)), ..., R( fl (X, 0)) generate k[X]G (by Lemma 2.2).
Application of R is not a trivial computation. It depends on the group
G. For example if G is finite then R : k[X]  k[X]G is given by
R( f )=
1
|G|
:
g # G
f g.
For a semi-simple group the map R can be computed using the action of
the Lie-algebra on k[X]. We will not discuss this here.
The algorithm is as follows:
input: s, n # N, h1 , h2 , ..., hr , a i, j # k[Z1 , Z2 , ..., Zs] (1i, jn)
I1 :=[Y1&nj=1 a1, j Xj , ..., Yn&
n
j=1an, j X j , h1 , ..., hr]
S :=Gro bner(I1 , Z1>Z2> } } } >Zs>X1> } } } Xn>Y1> } } } >Yn)
b :=S & k[X1 , X2 , ..., Xn , Y1 , Y2 , ..., Yn]
IN :=[substitute([Y1=0, Y2=0, ..., Yn=0], f ) | f # b]
output: [R(g) | g # IN ]
6. EXAMPLES
In this section we will look at some concrete examples.
Example 6.1. Gm -action with weights &5, &3, 2, 4. We take the multi-
plicative group Gm with coordinate ring k[Z1 , Z2](Z1 Z2&1). The group
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acts on the four-dimensional vector-space with weights &5, &3, 2, 4. The
matrix of this representation is
\
Z52
0
0
0
0
Z32
0
0
0
0
Z21
0
0
0
0
Z41+
We use the algorithm of the previous section to compute k[X1 , X2 , X3 , X4]Gm.
Let I1 k[Z, X, Y] be the ideal of the graph 1. It is given by
I1=(Z1 Z2&1, Y1&Z52X1 , Y2&Z
3
2X2 , Y3&Z
2
1 X3 , Y4&Z
4
1X4)
Using Gro bner basis we can compute b=I1 & k[X, Y] which is equal to
b=(X4Y 23&X
2
3Y4 , X1X3Y2&X2Y1Y3 , X1X4Y2Y3&X2X3Y1Y4
X1 X2 X 24&Y1 Y2Y
2
4 , X
2
2X3X4&Y
2
2Y3Y4 , X
2
2X
2
4Y3&X3Y
2
2Y
2
4 ,
X 21X4 Y
2
2&X
2
2Y
2
1Y4 , X
3
2 X4Y1&X1Y
3
2 Y4 , X
2
1X3 X
2
4&Y
2
1Y3Y
2
4 ,
X1 X2 X 23X4&Y1Y2 Y
2
3Y4 , X
2
2X
3
3&Y
2
2Y
3
3 , X
2
1X
3
4Y3&X3Y
2
1Y
3
4 ,
X 32X
2
3 Y1&X1 Y
3
2Y
2
3 , X
2
1 X
3
3X4&Y
2
1Y
3
3Y4 , X1X2X
4
3&Y1Y2Y
4
3 ,
X 31X
3
4 Y2&X2 Y
3
1Y
3
4 , X
4
2 X3Y
2
1&X
2
1Y
4
2Y3 , X
4
2X
3
4&Y
4
2Y
3
4 ,
X 21X
5
3&Y
2
1Y
5
3 , X
5
2 Y
3
1&X
3
1Y
5
2 , X
4
1 X
5
4&Y
4
1Y
5
4)
We find generators of IN by substituting Y=0. The null-cone ideal is
generated by the elements
X 41X
5
4 , X
2
1X
5
3 , X
4
2 X
3
4 , X1X2X
4
3 , X
2
1X
3
3 X4 ,
X 22 X
3
3 , X1X2 X
2
3X4 , X
2
1X3 X
2
4 , X
2
2X3 X4 , X1X2X
2
4
We don’t have to apply the Reynolds operator here, because these gener-
ators are already Gm -invariant. In the torus case the algorithm presented
here does the same as Algorithm 1.4.5. in [40].
Example 6.2. The finite group S3 acting on a direct sum of the
irreducible 2-dimensional and the signum representation. Let ‘ be the third
root of unity. As an algebraic set (but not as a group), S3 is isomorphic to
the set [1, ‘, ‘2]_[&1, 1] because they have the same cardinality.
A bijection is given by (12) j (123) i [ (‘i, (&1) j). So the coordinate ring of
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S3 can be identified with k[Z1 , Z2](Z31&1, Z
2
2&1). The representation is
given by the matrix
(1+Z2)2 (1&Z2)2 0 Z1 0 0
\(1&Z2)2 (1+Z2)2 0 +\ 0 Z21 0+0 0 Z2 0 0 1
Z1(1+Z2)2 Z21(1&Z2)2 0
=\Z1(1&Z2)2 Z21(1+Z2)2 0 +0 0 Z2
The ideal I1 defining 1 is given by
I1 =(Z31&1, Z
2
2&1, Y1&X1Z1(1+Z2)2&X2 Z
2
1(1&Z2)2,
Y2&X1 Z1(1&Z2)2&X2Z21(1+Z2)2, Y3&X3 Z2)
Eliminating Z1 and Z2 with Buchbergers Algorithm yields
b=(X 23&Y
2
3 , X1 X2&Y1 Y2 , X
3
1+X
3
2&Y
3
1&Y
3
2 ,
X3Y 31&X3Y
3
2+2X
3
2Y3&Y
3
1Y3&Y
3
2 Y3 ,
X2X3Y 21&X
2
1X3 Y2+X2Y
2
1 Y3&X
2
1Y2Y3 ,
X1X3Y 21&X
2
2X3 Y2&X1Y
2
1 Y3+X
2
2Y2Y3 ,
X 22X3 Y1&X1 X3Y
2
2+X
2
2Y1 Y3&X1Y
2
2Y3 ,
X 21X3 Y1&X2 X3Y
2
2&X
2
1Y1 Y3+X2Y
2
2Y3 ,
X 32X3&X3Y
3
2+X
3
2Y3&Y
3
2Y3 ,
X 42&X2 Y
3
1+X
2
1Y1Y2&X2Y
3
2)
We obtain the zero-cone ideal by substituting Y=0:
IN =(X 23 , X1X2 , X
3
1+X
3
2 , X
3
2 X3 , X
4
2)
Note that we don’t need X 42 because X
4
2=X2(X
3
1+X
3
2)&X
2
1(X1 X2). The
first three generators are already invariant and R(X 32X3)=
1
2 (X
3
2X3&
X31 X3). So we finally get
k[X1 , X2 , , X3]S3=k[X 23 , X1 , X2 , X
3
1+X
3
2 , X
3
2X3&X
3
1X3]
Remark 6.3. See [22] and [10] for other methods to compute
invariants of finite group actions. Kemper implemented his method in the
Invar package in Maple. In [23] he deals with the case where the ground
field has positive characteristic.
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Example 6.4. The group SL2 acting on WWS2W where W is
the standard 2-dimensional representation. We take the group SL2 whose
coordinate ring is k[Z1 , Z2 , Z3 , Z4](Z1Z4&Z2Z3&1). The standard
representation on the 2-dimensional space W is given by the matrix
\Z1Z3
Z2
Z4+
The representation on S2W is given by the matrix
Z21 2Z2Z1 Z
2
2
\Z3Z1 Z4 Z1+Z3Z2 Z4 Z2+Z23 2Z4Z3 Z24
Now we will take the 7-dimensional vector space V :=WWS 2W and
compute the invariants k[X1 , X2 , ..., X7]SL2. Let I1 k[Z, X, Y] be the
ideal which describes the graph 1G_V_V. We have
I1 =(Z1 X1+Z2 X2&Y1 , Z3X1+Z4X2&Y2 , Z1 X3+Z2 X4&Y3 ,
Z3X3+Z4X4&Y4 , Z21 X5+2Z1 Z2X
6+Z22X7&Y5 ,
Z1Z3 X5+Z2Z3X6+Z1 Z4X6+Z2Z4X7&Y6 ,
Z23X5+2Z3Z4 X6+Z
2
4 X7&Y7 , &Z2Z3+Z1 Z4&1)
We choose an ordering on the monomials in Z1 , ..., Z4 , X1 , ..., X7 ,
Y1 , ..., Y7 such that Zi> every monomial in X and Y and we compute the
reduced Gro bner basis. In a computation in Singular this basis had 66
elements of which 18 lie in the ring k[X, Y]. These 18 polynomials
generate the ideal b. The ideal b has 9 minimal generators, namely
b=(X 21X7&2X1 X2X6+X
2
2 X5&Y
2
1Y7+2Y1 Y2Y6&Y
2
2Y5 ,
X1 X3 X7&2X2 X3X6+X2X4X5+X6 Y2Y3&X6Y1 Y4&Y1 Y3 Y7
+Y2Y3Y6+Y1 Y4Y6&Y2Y4 Y5 ,
X 23X7&2X3X4 X6+X
2
4 X5&Y
2
3Y7+2Y3 Y4Y6&Y
2
4Y5 ,
X3 X7 Y1&X4 X6Y1&X1X7Y3+X2X6Y3+X4 Y1 Y6&X2Y3 Y6
&X4Y2Y5+X2 Y4Y5 ,
X3 X6 Y1&X4 X5Y1&X1X6Y3+X2X5Y3+X3 Y1 Y6&X1Y3 Y6
&X3Y2Y5+X1 Y4Y5 ,
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X3X7Y2&X4X6Y2&X1X7 Y4+X2 X6Y4+X4Y1 Y7&X2Y3Y7
&X4Y2 Y6+X2 Y4 Y6 ,
X3X6Y2&X4X5Y2&X1X6 Y4+X2 X5Y4+X3Y1 Y7&X1Y3Y7
&X3Y2 Y6+X1 Y4 Y6 ,
X2X3&X1X4&Y2Y3+Y1Y4 , X 26&X5X7&Y
2
6+Y5Y7 )
Substituting Y&0 yields
IN =(X 21 X7&2X1X2X6+X
2
2X5 , X1X3 X7&2X2 X3X6+X2X4X5 ,
X 23X7&2X3X4X6+X
2
4X5 , X2X3&X1X4 , X
2
6&X5X7)
These are all invariants except X1X3X7&2X2 X3X6+X2X4 X5 . If we apply
the Reynolds-operator then we obtain
R(X1X3 X7&2X2X3 X6+X2 X4 X5)
=X1X3 X7&X2 X3X6&X1X4 X6+X2 X4X5
The ring of invariants is therefore generated by
X 21X7&2X1X2X6+X
2
2 X5 , X1X3X7&X2X3X6&X1 X4X6+X2x4X5 ,
X 23 X7&2X3X4X6+X
2
4X5 , X2X3&X1X4 , X
2
6&X5X7
Remark 6.5. The algorithm presented here is short and easy to imple-
ment. The computation of the Gro bner basis of I1 takes a lot of time, so
it is recommended to use a fast computer algebra system. The algorithm is
implemented in the computer algebra system Singular. The computation
of each example took less than a second on a Sparcstation 20.
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